A., University of Richmond. Thanks are due in large part to Associate Professor of Political Science Steven Taylor (Troy University) for encouraging the creation of this paper. Thank you to the New York City Law Review staff for their tireless and efficient work guiding this paper toward publication. As always, thanks to my father, Rick Sciullo, for encouraging me to question 1 I am not concerned with hammering out a concrete definition for any of these terms. To be sure, there is a certain utility to definitional debate, but that debate is cumbersome and often not nearly as productive as originally envisioned. Critical theory concerns a vast number of authors and a vast number of texts, some seemingly related and others standing out starkly in contrast. tional Convention for the Regulation of Whaling. 4 Central to this endeavor will be considering the numerous and unique cultures intimately affected, 5 their problems, their heritage and their history. 6 The Article will focus, however, primarily on the Makah of North America-not because their whaling experience is more interesting or more worthy of attention, but because it is the most relevant to a critical inquiry into U.S. domestic law and policy. This Article will develop the whaling debate's background, but with an eye to opening up rhetorical space, not closing it. The goal here is not to rehash the excellent scholarship on the specific provisions, pitfalls, and successes of the laws, treaties, and other miscellanea that have colored the whaling debate's history. 7 Instead, this Article will consider post-colonialism, critical theory, and deconstructionism and how they can encourage scholars to ask questions that lead to better policies and a greater appreciation of different cultures. The very act of questioning will, in turn, lead to better policymaking. 8 The Article will present a venue where ideas can exist peacefully together with little attention paid to the constraints (giving thorough attention to Said, Foucault, and Althusser and their contributions to the debates). 4 See International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling, Dec. 2, 1946, 62 Stat. 1716, 161 U.N.T.S. 72. 5 Culture is another term I use loosely. Geert Hofstede is one of the preeminent authors in the field of culture and his works are generally useful in conceptualizing what constitutes culture and how to understand the concept. See generally GEERT HOF-STEDE, CULTURE'S CONSEQUENCES: COMPARING VALUES, BEHAVIORS, INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS ACROSS NATIONS (1980) (discussing the dimensions of culture and exploring cross-cultural competence). 6 These two terms are different although not always conceptualized as such. Depending on where the reader looks for information, the differences may be distinct or mere nuisances of semantics. I use "history" to describe the past in a broad sense. History can also be thought of as the discipline or course of study of the past. It is neutral. Heritage is a pattern of behavior that can be passed from generation to generation. It is a collection of practices, ideas about identity, tradition and history. Whereas history may be and is often apolitical, heritage almost always has political undertones. 7 Randall R. Reeves, Review of Leviathan: The History of Whaling in America, 24 MARINE MAMMAL SCIENCE 248, 248 (2008) . "The subject of whaling history has been addressed from many different angles and by several types of scholars-historians, economists, geographers, and even, at least occasionally, biologists. Different questions have been raised and addressed, depending on the disciplinary emphasis." Id.
8 I firmly believe that investigating issues of post-structuralism, critical theory, and/or post-modernism can help policymakers make "real world" decisions that affect the substantive nature of policy. Those who would argue that post-modernism does not provide a policy alternative may very well be correct, but that does not mean that the questions asked in the broad project of post-modernism do not provide insights into policy questions.
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A WHALE OF A TALE 31 of form and style. 9 It seeks not only to speak to academia, but to the masses. It will focus on the issues of cultural property and cultural identity, 10 international law, 11 and historicism. 12 In short, it will argue that the ban on whaling is a culturally imperialistic policy designed to assert the superiority of the non-whaling world over a host of cultures, including but not limited to the Makah, viewed as "other." This, the Article proceeds, is indicative of a decidedly 9 I do not dispute the utility of linear reasoning of formal legal scholarship. Clearly, those ideas have promoted a number of useful ideas and provided a framework for analysis that has produced tremendous scholarship on a variety of issues. We need to break free from the shackles of such argument, by expanding the substance and process of scholarship. Linear reasoning and formalistic logic can only take us so far. With critical questioning we can expand beyond those confines and begin to think differently about the same and more pressing concerns on the not so distant horizon.
10 Cultural property is the real and personal property as well as the intellectual property, loosely defined, of a culture. See, e.g., Cultural Property, http://www.hanks ville.org/sand/cp.html (last visited February 18, 2009). More attention is paid to personal property, artifacts of various sorts, than the other types of property and that is the tragic flaw in the cultural property debate. The 1970's United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property was surely a step in the right direction, but it did not adequately address the ethereal aspects of culture. Nov. 17, 1970, 823 U.N.T.S. 231.
11 There are a number of international law scholars, even more international relations scholars, and even more individuals who claim to have some affinity for "the international." Because international law covers a wide range of issues from international business to immigration, treaties to sovereignty, and humyn rights to environmental law, it would be impossible to properly discuss all of the many great texts that develop this information more fully. For that reason, as with most pursuits, spending a great deal of time reading and re-reading the general and even simplified treatises on international law can be very helpful to not only the casual observer, but also the informed scholar. post-colonial era where poorly conceived public policy, denigration of minority groups, and ethnocentrism reign supreme.
13
Instances of post-colonialism abound, 14 but the whaling debate continues coming back to the forefront. Once maligned as an esoteric issue, the whaling debate has now become a serious matter for a diverse group of actors. 15 The Article will avoid, for the most part, discussions of U.S. imperialism with respect to treaty negotiations and ratification or accession 16 to the extent that those arguments devolve into a "he said, she said" battle amongst conservative and liberal forces pushing broad policy platforms, economic arguments for and against whaling, 17 and most of the environmental arguments related to whaling. 18 Those are all important arguments that figure greatly into the broader discussion of whaling, but to give each its due would exceed this Article's scope and purpose. Furthermore, a treatise on treaty history would not encourage a forward-looking, more modern approach to intercultural relations. The Article will conclude with arguments in favor of cultural relativism and an ethic of critical inquiry. It will call for public policy that is more responsive to groups of divergent backgrounds and less imperialistic.
Whaling is an interdisciplinary issue. 
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A WHALE OF A TALE 33 would risk limiting the many voices that are critical to whaling's investigation. This Article will discuss international relations, law, anthropology, sociology, narratology, 19 and even popular culture. Law is not a narrow field, but is instead an important thread that runs through the cultural tapestry. The inclusion of diverse perspectives is intentional as it helps to illuminate the issues presented from a number of different angles. It exposes the full refractory potential of the prism. It would be an injustice to the whaling discussion to ignore the numerous perspectives of interested parties, the numerous disciplines utilized to understand whaling, and the myriad of criticisms leveled for and against whaling. Legal analysis is lacking when it bars the powerful analytical tools that other disciplines bring.
Of particular interest are the environmental arguments against whaling, 20 which, while often well reasoned, do not carry the day when compared with the threat of post-colonialism and the evils associated with that type of worldview. The cultural interests of certain groups are more persuasive than the environmental perspectives in the whaling debate and the threats to cultural interests pose a very real threat to the survival of peoples. Not because the humyn world is more worthy than the non-humyn world, 21 but because the more imminent threat to the world's wellbeing is the powerful and destructive force of imperialism and post-colonialism. This is not to say that the environmental arguments do not make valid points or that preserving our environment ought not to 19 Narratology is the theory and study of narratives. It is and has been a primary focus in literature studies, media studies, and is now making its way into a variety of other disciplines. 21 I anticipate some anthropocentric arguments being made against this claim and whole-heartedly reject those arguments. My argument is not that one world is, or should be, supreme, but that we need to recognize how the non-humyn and humyn world interact. That being said, it is not necessarily anthropocentric to suggest that issues appear to affect the humyn world more than the non-humyn world. Imperialism has clearly wreaked havoc on the non-humyn world. One must only look to the diamond and gem markets in Africa, which not only oppressed indigenous populations, but also took an exacting toll on ecosystems. be an important consideration in our socio-legal discourse. On the contrary, environmentalism (and its permutations) has been one of the most important movements of the last thirty years. Ultimately, the negative impacts of imperialism and post-colonialism have resulted in a variety of ills that include, but are not limited, to environmental destruction, war, and slavery. Without addressing these worldviews, environmental agendas will go unmet and environmental denigration will continue. The international reach of whaling makes it a particularly important avenue of study for critical theory, deconstructionism, and post-colonial critiques. To discuss whaling, one must not deny its impact on the United States, on other countries, such as Norway 22 or Japan, 23 or on other cultures, such as the Makah. 24 While one may choose to focus on a particular country or people, one must not forget that this is an issue of international proportions. The problem must be viewed as a whole and the impact of the actors understood in such a manner that the interrelatedness of their aims, beliefs, and struggles become not only evident, but instructive as to the analysis necessary to whittle away the minutia of policy hacks, 25 myopic activists, 26 and misinformed constituencies. . 23 The majority of the whaling literature in law reviews and journals in the United States and Canada makes only passing reference to Japanese whaling. This is an area that ought to be further developed to help improve the body of scholarship on whaling and related topics. See generally MASAYUKI KOMATSU & SHIGEKO MISAKI, THE HIS-TORY AND SCIENCE OF WHALES (2004) (arguing in favor of Japanese whaling). 24 Many articles describe the Makah people, as they seem to be the most palpable example to United States and Canadian readers. I do not know that any article is better than another or even that there is a top-10 list to which I could refer interested parties. Robert J. Miller provides a very thorough look at the Makah. His article suffers least from the tendency to confound arguments about the whaling practices of different cultures. Though the cultures are similar to the extent that they all whale, many articles gloss over the complexities of those cultures. See Miller, supra note 15 (providing the best general overview of the Makah's whaling without meandering into the whaling practices of other peoples or countries). 25 There is an industry of public policy professionals that often know much about how to write policy, but little of the subject matter contained in that policy. Oftentimes environmental debates attract quite a few interested parties who are excellent at garnering media attention and are excellent at producing flashy materials, but are closed-minded and short on topic expertise. 26 In my experience with activists, issue advocates, and others of similar purposes, However, make no mistake-the whaling debate is political. 28 As the world shrinks, it is becoming easier to have intercultural experiences 29 and increasingly every policy and proclamation has international impact. 30 Policy discussions on whaling must be viewed from a perspective that seeks to include the myriad of international parties involved because, at a very basic level, whales do not reside in countries, but in oceans in which all countries have a stake.
I. THAT'S ONE OLD WHALE! HISTORICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE WHALING DEBATE
Indigenous peoples of what is now the United States are dimany of these individuals have blinders on. The mission or goal is so great that compromise is not an option. They are unwilling to concede even small points in order to further their larger agenda. Aside from flying in the face of much strong rhetorical theory, this position does not promote a positive policy environment. Activists have mobilized against the Makah's whaling activities, raising anti-indigenous sentiments to a recent high. See Erickson, supra note 20, at 563. 27 We are surrounded by lies and misinformation. We receive more information, but the quality of that information is poor. Our news has been reduced to sound bites on radio and television and even over the internet. We see scrolling news bars on websites, blogs, CNN, and ESPN. It is difficult to take an objective look at policies and evaluate alternatives in a sensible, logical manner. 32 They existed free from the influences of Christianity, Europe, and the powerful oppression of manifest destiny. Indigenous peoples had thriving economies that rivaled the efficiency and success of more storied European economies. 33 They advanced powerful ideas of philosophy, science, agriculture, and religion. 34 Indigenous people are not alike, nor are all members of a particular culture, tribe, clan, or other group alike. Their diversity is one of the most interesting aspects of indigenous studies.
Steven L. Newcomb argues that "we as Indigenous peoples must be extremely cautious and discriminating when it comes to conceptualizing ourselves in terms of the non-Indian society's dominating categories, concepts, and metaphors, and other cognitive operations."
35 While clearly arguing for resistance by native peoples, Newcomb's call for caution may be applied to all. Our historical understanding should be characterized by the active inclusion of competing views, especially those of native peoples who have been particularly and carefully removed or "otherized" in discussions about their history and the importance of that history in shaping current cultural practices.
Whaling has been a historical reality for many groups over the years. 36 Much of the whaling debate in the United States focuses on the cultural/historical significance of whaling to the Makah, but this discussion is shrouded in disdain, if not absolute disgust, for whaling. 37 For the Makah, whaling is a culturally significant practice, and not simply an exploitation of resources. 38 The Makah began whaling, roughly 4000 years ago, and have done so continuously for the past 1500 years. 39 They are an ocean peo- Whaling is not a practice unique to the Makah. New Zealand has a long history of whaling.
47 Japan also has a long history of whaling that dates back to its earliest coastal communities. 48 The Basque people whaled in the 13th century. 49 To understand the cultural significance of whaling, one must understand that whaling is an historical practice that dates back thousands of years, 50 and is not a new invention, trend, or exploitive behavior. Without a historical understanding of whaling, the scholar is unable to appreciate the nuances of the arguments for cultural whaling. Failing to understand its history inevitably leads to a failure to understand cultural claims.
Cinnamon Carlarne, an author who has written extensively on whaling, is one such scholar who has failed to fully explore the traditions of the Makah while thoroughly analyzing other whaling cultures. 51 In a recent law review article, 52 Carlarne, who has an 40 Lingustically, "Makah" means "dwellers of the cape." It is not a native term and is reinforced by several linguistic traditions that denote place. Carroll L. Riley impressive record of publication and scholarly achievement, 53 does not give so much as a nod to the continuing debate surrounding the Makah. The history of the International Whaling Commission ("IWC") in her article is self-described as brief, but manages to list multiple other cultures who have participated in whaling. 54 When discussing an issue that is of tremendous international importance, there is a danger of forgetting the many groups inside a country that may have different and competing stakes in the issues and policies at hand. This is truly an error or omission that speaks to the tendency of scholars to ignore or conveniently forget the discussion of a country's indigenous populations.
Whales are important both as a source of food and as an essential component of ocean ecosystems. 55 Ecosystem management is not a one-way street. The call to halt whaling is not a reaction to recent events, but is instead positioned against a long history. The problem with many modern environmental movements is that they take a tragically extreme worldview-one that seeks not compromise, but victory. That very ethic of victory seems counterproductive for an environmentalist agenda, because it is indeed the capitalist desire for victory that many environmentalists attack. It is in this rhetorical space that we see division amongst environmentalists into at least two camps-preservationists 56 and conservationists. 57 In order to manage effectively the many competing interests 
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in an ever-changing and increasing complex environment, we must rise to the challenge and promote an enlightened discussion focused on compromise and understanding, rather than a competitive engagement.
II. THREE ACTS

58
: THE TRAGEDY OF THE POST-CRITICAL LEGAL SCHOLAR
What can be said of the post-critical legal scholar? Both nothing and everything simultaneously. As the field of critical legal studies 59 expands, so too does the resistance to expansion. 60 The journey beyond traditional understandings of law-natural law, 61 positivism, 62 and realism 63 -has been difficult. Scholars in the new school, who grew up in an era radically different from the formalistic 1940s and 1950s, exhibit the characteristics of the traditional drama's tragic hero. 64 At a more basic level, they bring new exper- 58 Thinking about the three theories as interrelated helps us all to understand that critical perspectives on international relations or law are not black and white. Definitions are fuzzy and theories overlap constantly. By attempting to make some dramatic allusions, it is my hope that critical international relations becomes more of a story and less of a subject. Everyone can have a seat at the table of critical international relations. 59 This is an area of legal scholarship that includes feminism and the law, law and literature, law and film, critical race theory, and arguably law and economics. 60 One need only look at the progress of George Mason's law school, Judges Richard Posner, or Frank Easterbrook. To be sure, law and economics has flourished in many universities, often as a reaction to the claim that law schools and higher education lean to the left. 61 Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, and Thomas Jefferson all contributed greatly to the advancement of natural law. Natural law is an ethical paradigm where law is created in nature, or morality, and that because is everywhere, law is valid everywhere. The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Natural Law, http://www.iep.utm.edu/n/ natlaw.htm (last visited Dec. 9, 2008). 62 Positivism stands in contrast to natural law, but is certainly not too far removed. Positivism relies heavily on rationality, but recognizes that laws may change. It does not accept that morality determines laws. Positivism stands for the proposition that law and ethics can be separated. Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Legal Positivism, Jan. 3, 2003, http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/legal-positivism/. 63 Realism is traditionally thought of as an international relations concept, but with the many intersections of international relations and law, it makes sense to conceptualize traditional international relations theory as applying to law and traditional jurisprudential theory and international relations. JACK DONNELLY, REALISM AND IN-TERNATIONAL RELATIONS 1 (2000) . 64 The tragic hero is a common literary motif. The tragic hero is someone who has flaws, suffers greatly, is not unlike others in society, is intelligent, and whose life is on a downward trajectory. International relations and the many sub-disciplines and ancillary disciplines associated with it require something more freeformed. So often when reading textbooks about politics or international affairs, the reading is not interesting. That may be much to the chagrin of authors and this Article's author is aware that his writing may not be everyone's cup of tea. There are too many notes, a long theory section with little practical application, bad writing, a clear political agenda, no context, and no room for interpretation. 65 Thoughts have been put on a canvas thus far to describe general scenery. This article's intention was not to promise solutions or prescribe specific policy proposal, but to encourage questioning, develop interest, and encourage further reading. Now we are able to ask the same questions and open up the same space for methods to think about whaling issues. In the opening of space, progress comes.
Stuck in a world that does not change fast enough, lacking agency, and in a constant struggle for release, the critical legal scholar performs criticism in choppy waters. The story unfolds thusly: Stuck in a room, pen to paper, thoughts abound. City lights cast an eerie glow over the manufactured edges of the paper, the desk . . . disgruntled with the technology that provides so much artificial closeness the author has but one thought, "Escape!" But the call of the document, the persistence of the policies, and the permanence of the institutions beckons forth like a gentle tide, a warm gust of wind, or a blossoming meadow in the subtle subdued morning fog of spring.
Critical It is within us to question.
Closer to an opus than an opiate, the author develops ideas, tests hypotheses and endeavors to create something new. Tax bills, registrations, parking tickets, association dues, and numerous other obligations pile up. The refuge of the author is the words and the words are the power. The power of the people is their words and the words can be spread to others, paradoxically those who view the author as "other."
There are varying degrees of interest in the debate regarding how critical theory is different from post-modernism, 75 which of course is different from post-structuralism and again, not to be 68 Sterling-Folker states, "One way to think of IR theory is as a set of templates or prepackaged analytical structures for the multiple ways in which an event or activity that is international or transnational might be categorized, explained, or under- (1987) . 74 See DONNELLY, supra note 63. 75 This is a difficult term with which to wrestle. I am not as convinced as many scholars are that critical theory and post-modernism can be situated together. Professor Cynthia Weber distills the opus that is Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri's Empire and provides some sound instruction on how we can make sense of post-modernism in politics. WEBER, supra note 69, at 122-48. Professor Sterling-Folker, while somewhat rigid and unfortunately ultra reliant on her rigid definitions, manages to highlight some of post-modernism's major points: a focus on language, a desire to resist
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[Vol. 12:29 confused with deconstruction. Avoiding that conversation, other than to acknowledge the dispute, serves us all the better because to fight over the terms that we use to characterize a larger critical project of investigation is to undo the work of the great post-modernists/critical theorists/deconstructionists of the last fifty years. That being said, this Article will utilize some of those terms to provide a rough outline of the discussion. In international relations theory, realism still rules. 76 Realism probably seems less applicable to the whaling debate because whaling is not so much a question of a nation-states's power, but instead a question of how we value and protect what matters to cultures. The whaling debate provides much room for critical inquiry.
III. THEORIES
A. Critical Theory: Literature, Worlds, and Interdisciplinarity
Many scholars will suggest that critical theory involves the examination of society through literature. 77 Though this is true, defining critical theory as such does not necessarily exclude other theorists who examine society through a sociological, 78 psychological, 79 anthropological, 80 or film studies perspective. All of these theories can likely find supporters that investigate the questions of reality, truth, justice, and humynity. Critical theory may be viewed as a catchall that encompasses a number of movements and theories including, but not limited to, deconstruction, post-structuralism, post-modernism, and theories that combine pop culture and academic disciplines like law and literature, political science and film studies. Who is to say that one or another interdisciplinary approach is more appropriate for the label that is "critical theory?" Critical theorists often reject labeling, or, on the other hand, will and upset order, and questioning of that which is termed "real" or "true." SterlingFolker, supra note 68, at 157-8. 76 See PSYCHOANALYSIS (1968) . 80 To some extent Foucault engaged in an anthropological inquiry in many of his texts. Many scholars have focused on several cultures, comparing and contrasting them. This would be an example of an anthropological inquiry.
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A WHALE OF A TALE 43 accept any label given to them. To understand critical theory, one must approach it with an open mind. Whaling has a long and storied history in the world, 81 but it is rarely analyzed from a critical theory perspective. There are countless literary tales about whaling, 82 numerous collections of narratives, and a multitude of reports that recount the cultural significance of whales. The mythology of whaling spans many cultures-from the indigenous populations of the United States and Japan to Norse mythology. The historic accounts, fictional and non-fictional, are plentiful. They appear on websites and in books, as anecdotes and as novels. There is something about whales in the popular imagination that reveres these giants. Perhaps it is a fascination with giants that encourages so many to defend the whales or the apes or to protect Mt. Rushmore or the Everglades. This is not to say that those endeavors are not worthwhile, but there seems to be a fascination with the large. From this we can understand why the momentum seems to be with those hoping to prevent whaling at all costs. How could we, after all, condemn these gentle giants?
Most individuals have not had the opportunity to see a whale, let alone fish for one. For all intents and purposes, whale is not eaten in the United States. Even in aquariums, we are unlikely to see whales, the space constraints are simply too strong. The author has known many individuals who have gone on whale watching trips at coastal towns who have come back not having seen a whale. They are a rarity. It is difficult to conceptualize the need of different cultures to whale. What basis could most of us have to support this claim? These are the existential barriers to the realization that some cultures depend on whales or have depended on whales and have a right to do so now. Does the United States really have that much concern for Iceland or Norway's heritage? International relations is a tricky business and to effectively manage competing interests, nation-states must communicate. 83 What seems particularly troubling about the momentum of the anti-whaling faction is that while the United States has been a firm supporter of this effort, 84 historically it has been a whaling nation. A somewhat schizophrenic condition exists where history and current law battle. Why did the reversal come about and how does the United States get to decide who can and who cannot whale? The IWC is a member organization and the United States is not in control in any strict sense; but as can be imagined and as is true with many international bodies, the United States has a commanding presence. 85 What brought the United States into the IWC and what does this say about the relationship between the United States and indigenous people?
One can utilize various fields to analyze whaling. Those fields can, in turn, be combined with other fields. 86 The diversity of groups involved in the debate is evidence enough that there is plenty of rhetorical space upon which to engage in dialogue. 87 Critical theory offers several advantages to the whaling debate. It encourages international dialogue and urges that all cultures be understood and represented. 88 It requires a great deal of reading, fiction and non-fiction-multidisciplinarity. 89 Critical theory does not happen; it grows, reproduces, and reconfigures itself as it 84 Stephen S. Boynton, "Whaling Policy" of the United States Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow, 11 ISANA 1 (1994), available at http://luna.pos.to/whale/jwa_v11_boy.html. 85 Id. 86 There are many educational and informative works on international relations that take into account many other disciplines. See generally BORDERSCAPES: HIDDEN GEOGRAPHIES AND POLITICS AT TERRITORY'S EDGE (Prem Kumar Rajaram & Carl Grundy-Warr eds., 2007) (utilizing critical theory, geography, political science, and cultural studies to address issues of international affairs); MARLA BRETTSCHNEIDER, DEMOCRATIC THEORIZING FROM THE MARGINS (2002) (focusing on class politics and identity politics to investigate international affairs); WEBER, supra note 69 (developing a theory of international relations through film studies). Whaling is no exception to this trend. 87 Where groups and opinions are many, space is plentiful. When one group seeks to assert authority over other groups or seeks to affix a sense of privilege to their words or actions, problems arise. Space is inevitably skewed when Western or Christian voices are allowed to dominate discourse about indigenous peoples. We must be open to discussion and change. 88 It is important to stress the role of dialogue amongst groups. We must consider, in developing interactions between competing ideas allowing, all voices to be heard. There is no answer, only ways to mediate. 
A WHALE OF A TALE 45 evolves through interactions with theory, text, and action. 90 Making informed decisions and engaging in policy after a thorough reading of materials should not be discounted. There have often been times where practitioners have rejected academics-not only in international affairs, 91 but in law and political science, art and sociology. Critical theory encourages interdisciplinary solutions to interdisciplinary problems. The questions contained in this section are but a start to the critical project of understanding whaling.
B. Deconstruction
Deconstructing whaling is a difficult task. There is a tendency, when deconstructing, to rant and rave about everything, attempt to disprove everything, and deny everything else.
92 Deconstructionists should take a more responsible role in the theoretical framework 93 of the discipline in which they act by embracing not only deconstruction, but also the results of changes brought by deconstruction. Unfortunately, the critical legal scholar is never out of the systems at play that is the loci of their criticisms. 91 This is a common divide in most disciplines. Without rehashing the complexities of the debates, the general idea is that theory is too far removed from practice so as to render it irrelevant, misleading, or even detrimental to the actual practice of the discipline. Eloise Buker notes: "Hollow abstractions are used to affirm such issues as diversity, freedom, democracy, equality, and fairness without giving them sufficient content to even make conversations about them meaningful." ELOISE A. BUKER, TALK-ING FEMINIST POLITICS: CONVERSATIONS ON LAW, SCIENCE, AND THE POST-MODERN 5 (1999) . 92 It is from this space that many critics of deconstruction argue that deconstruction is nihilistic, radically existential, or both. It is important to understand that critical thought seeks to open terrain and, in so opening terrain, engages in a constructive process of inquiry.
93 My idea here is that deconstruction can operate in a number of disciplines. We need not think of deconstruction as an exclusive tool for literary critics or for obscure communications scholars. Deconstruction can fit into different frameworks even while attempting to unmask those very frameworks. 94 Capitalism, government, politics, law, and conservativism exist and scholars who make inroads to their investigation and even to their demise must do so as those forces attempt to constrict, manipulate, and influence their actions. The forces of control and order are great and the resistance to change even greater. Progressive thought and politics will remain connected to the systems they seek to reject, even as they protest against them. 95 Deconstruction, critical theory, and their cognates are often the subject of vehement criticism. Progressive politics are the subject of criticism precisely because they the systems that are inescapable? It is perhaps exactly this notion that warrants continued questioning.
One of the most interesting puzzles for deconstruction in the whaling debate is deconstructing the "cultural exemption" that allows some groups the ability to whale. "Cultural" is a complex word used to convey complex ideas. That discussion is developed more fully in the proceeding section. Why do we call it an exemption? Is the idea of exemption even appropriate? Did anyone choose to be exempt from their culture only to claim exemption to be let back in? That seems curious. What is cultural? How long must something continue for it to be ingrained in culture? The United States engaged in whaling, but has not called for an exemption. England has whaled, but has not sought an exemption. The answers to these questions are not easy and even answering them would bring about more questions.
There are many avenues for deconstructing the international order, capitalism, democracy, etc. Those criticisms are often generic and because they do not focus on the associations of individuals in those larger groups, to pursue such a path would be counterproductive. Deconstructing complex systems often denies the import of those systems on the people those systems affect. Deconstruction becomes void of power when it rejects people, when it overlooks the impacts of the critical project on individuals.
Attempting to deconstruct the IWC similarly only gets us so far. The better use of our deconstructive muscle is to consider what it means to be a culture and how rights and history make a culture. There are no easy answers here, however. Deconstruction can further address the definition of rights and of history. That is part of the exciting journey that is deconstruction. It can continue to break down every word until we can better understand what the issues are. Deconstruction's goal of facilitating a deeper understanding of critical inquiry is based in sound logic. Applying it to the whaling debate then may be a fruitful endeavor if it allows us to question the underlying assumptions about culture, politics, and resistance that shape the debate.
Deconstruction is particularly useful when talking about culture because culture's many complexities demand a careful critical inquiry. Academics and policy-makers alike should find use in deconstruction's proverbial pealing back the layers of the onion.
are progressive. Because deconstruction seeks to unmask the status quo, it too is a frequent criticism focus. Hopefully such criticism will not derail the progress of critical ideas.
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To understand how best to enforce rights and encourage cultural appreciation, we must attempt to understand the differences of cultures as well as the assumptions that characterize cultural labels.
C. Post-colonialism
The arrival of non-Indians here led to multiple tragedies that have continued long after the non-Indians should have known better, and these clashes have called forth from many Indian people and tribes so multifarious an array of creative transformations of themselves that no single book, and not even a multivolume set of books, could chronicle them all.
96
No alleged effect of colonization evokes greater moral indignation or fretful nostalgia than fragmentation. Colonialism breaks things. It shatters an imagined wholeness. Colonialism's will to power creates binaries where a unified field and healthy singularity of cultural purpose once existed. The self of the colonizer explodes a native cultural solidarity, producing the spiritual confusion, psychic wounding, and economic exploitation of a new and dominated other. Colonization imposes evil, fear, and ignorance on the innocent native landscape.
97
The post-colonialism debate is very much about robbery-a spiritual theft of subjectivity that manifests itself through practices of cultural superiority, xenophobia, and the oppressor's lack of humynity. What was once whole, striated, expansive and indefinite is now smoothed by a larger discourse of dominance. The development of colonialism and its refinements and rebirths have perpetuated a psychology of control that has injured, actually and metaphorically, indigenous populations.
Post-colonial critiques are often multifaceted, but all center on a rejection of imperialism and/or a rejection of the blanket concept of "Enlightenment Thinking."
98 Post-colonial critiques have also been termed "radical anti-imperialism" by Patrick Callahan. 100 However, perhaps the most palpable example of the United States' empire is indirect empire. 101 Indirect empire often arises out of advantages in international trade, popular culture indoctrination, and the spread of a country's commercial interests and objectives-Starbucks, McDonalds, etc. Both types of empire are serious problems for subalterns of all varieties. 102 These "serious" problems pose serious threats to the existence of the Makah. 103 There is clearly a war of words over the appropriateness of whaling. However, what is particularly stressing is the threat to Makah identity. Anti-whaling arguments are made in a manner that challenges the subjectivity of the Makah by debasing various cultural claims about the relationship between the Makah and whaling. 104 The denial of subjectivity is the most unfortunate philosophical turn toward destruction.
Post-colonial critiques often rely on historical and sociological analysis, paying special attention to the impacts of international relations not only on nation-states and large bodies, but also on the individual. 105 Here post-colonial critiques pick up where standard deconstruction fails. The Makah have a long history of contact with the forces of colonization through the nineteenth century. 106 Because post-colonial critiques involve a critique of imperialism, they are particularly effective tools in discussions of international 50
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[Vol. 12:29 the goodness of the system being critiqued. Richard Nixon, during a campaign speech, famously declared, "For the first time in history we have shown independence of Anglo-French policies toward Asia and Africa which seemed to us to reflect the colonial tradition. That declaration of independence has had an electrifying effect throughout the world." 114 This assertion would prove to be wrong in the years to come and does not take into account the continued domestic imperialism practiced against indigenous people of the United States.
What can whaling countries do? They might resume whaling temporarily, knowing that they might be able to whale for at least a short time before pressure from other countries becomes too great. That would never solve anything and would only give whaling countries a small glimpse at their previous way of life. As mentioned previously, the cultural exemption debate tops the list of post-colonial critiques. This Article, however, is more about the need to open up the space for post-colonial critique than it is to define the specifics of place.
The cultural exemption rests on the IWC's use of the term "subsistence whaling," which is "whaling, for purposes of local aboriginal consumption carried out by or on behalf of aboriginal, indigenous or native peoples who share strong community, familial, social and cultural ties related to a continuing traditional dependence on whaling and on the use of whales." 115 The exemption is a logical compromise designed to promote a better understanding of different cultures. It is an attempt to be responsive to the needs of societies and to recognize many of the constituent parts of culture. 116 It provides some hope. Geert Hofstede, one of the preeminent sociologists in the field of intercultural relations, found culture to be "the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes one hum[y]n group from another. . . . Culture is to a hum [y] n collectivity what personality is to an individual." 117 Whaling is a programmed activity, 118 a characteristic of certain cultures,
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A WHALE OF A TALE 51 similar to how certain jobs are characteristic of different regions of the United States-farming in the Midwest, for example. International relations, to work effectively, must involve policies that seek a middle ground and the cultural exemption is, on paper, an opportunity to engage in intercultural dialogue. We must be sensitive to the paper of laws, however. Laws, by their words, often serve to divert post-colonial critiques. Those words, while attempting to offer solutions, often have no practical effect. 119 The whaling debate can take into account multiple points of view; however, the fact that many countries must first go to the IWC indicates that there are still post-colonial apparatuses in the system. Mediating between cultures is then synonymous with mediation between groups of people. The framework exists in this exemption language. The whaling exemption is designed to promote those things that set societies apart from one another. Indeed, for several cultures, a major cultural marker is whaling.
One criticism of the post-colonial scholars is that they are concerned with the humyn world and not the non-humyn world. To the extent that they do address the non-humyn world, they do so with a distinct favoritism for the humyn world. 120 Of course, modern ecological thought would suggest that it is all the same world, and that idea is one I take to heart. Philip Armstrong notes:
Concerned as it is with the politics of historical and contemporary relations between "Western" and other cultures since 1492 or thereabouts, post-colonial studies has shown little interest in the fate of the non-hum[y]n animal. In identifying the costs borne by non-European "others" in the pursuit of Western cultures' sense of privileged entitlement, post-colonialists have concentrated upon "other" hum[y]ns, cultures, and territories but seldom upon animals. 121 Understanding that post-colonialism and imperialism take an ecological toll is vitally important to understanding post-colonial studies. Professor Armstrong is at once correct and incorrect-his observation certainly resonates with a thorough understanding of post-colonial literature, but it suggests that ecological concerns are not a concern for post-colonial scholars. That characterization is
